
5 Beyond of course Bvlgari’s enviable custody of niche brands Genta

and Roth – horological resources tapped to spectacular effect for the

first time last year – the contemporary jeweller’s watches deserve

to command respect alone for their daring use of materials and

gregarious brand engineering. Over a spot of lunch on the Piazza

Nicosia, CEO Francesco Trapani tells QP why it’s high time Bvlgari

Time is taken seriously, after more than three decades of truly

iconic watch design.

Maria Doulton

“People think we are just about design,” says

Francesco Trapani in impeccable English with 

a slight Italian lilt, as we wait for our spaghetti

and baby octopus by Piazza Nicosia in Rome. 

“We have been making watches for 30 years 

and have built a strong business… but we are 

not recognised for this,” emphasises the fourth-

generation Bvlgari scion in his softly spoken way.

“We want to be a high-quality manufacturer of

Swiss watches.” 

Coming from the most Italian of watch and

jewellery houses, this might appear to be a

contradiction. After all, Bvlgari is the brand that

brought sparkle to ‘la dolce vita’ with its cascades

of colourful cabochon-cut sapphires, thick gold

chokers set with ancient Roman coins and rings,

with attitude that makes most other jewellers

seem coy and retiring. 

In fact, today, the firm employs some 500 staff 

in its watchmaking division alone. This includes a

headquarters in Neuchâtel, dial and bracelet

manufacturers Cadrans Design and Prestige d’Or,

as well as ownership of the prestigious and

perhaps little-understood brands Gérald Genta

and Daniel Roth since 2000. Plans are to grow

Bvlgari’s global network of 230 boutiques to 

300 over the next three years and watches are

crucial to this plan as the stores will be hungry for

a well-articulated product mix that goes beyond

jewellery and accessories.

(Left) One of Bvlgari’s biggest launches at Basel
this year will be the Diagono Professional Scuba
Chrono (£9,750). Apparently, Bvlgari recruited 
a team of expert divers to collaborate on the
development of this new diving watch, whose
flyback chronograph function and impressive
water resistance do little to detract from the
bold design – vulcanised rubber bracelet, yellow-
gold case and the cylinder-section bezel first
made popular by the Bvlgari Bvlgari watch.

(Above) Francesco Trapani in the family firm’s
hometown of Rome. Son of Agostino Trapani
and Lia Bulgari, Trapani became Bvlgari's CEO 
in 1984, at the age of just 27.
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watches. For Trapani is, in fact, recognising the need for Bvlgari

to be taken seriously in this industry. “Watches are our number

one product in terms of profit,” he remarks, reminding us that

Bvlgari is no newcomer to watchmaking. Still 52% family-owned,

the Roman house has been retailing timepieces since the

Twenties and in the Forties started to show a distinctive house

style with its serpentine Tubogas collection. Coiled serpents

with gold and diamond-set scales wound themselves around the

wrist, and in the snake’s mouth was a minute Jaeger-LeCoultre

dial. Other wristwatches were developed in collaboration with

Audemars Piguet, Vacheron Constantin and Movado. 

The firm’s first truly iconic model was and still is the Bvlgari

Bvlgari, which started life in 1975 as a digital watch intended as

a gift for faithful clients. Uniquely, it pioneered the use of the logo

as an intrinsic decorative element, stamped twice onto a perfect

cylinder section – a trademark that has recurred throughout the

watch collections since. Such was its success that Bvlgari

founded ‘Bvlgari Time’ in Switzerland to manufacture all of its

watches, taking the wrists of Europe’s fashion set by storm. 

Back then, it was novel to make such a feature of the brand itself,

and the overt use of the Bvlgari badge (so good, they used it

twice) was in perfect tune with Italy’s sense of flair. “In the

second part of the Eighties and Nineties, watches were driving

the growth of the company,” remarks Trapani. “In fact, 10 years

ago, watches were our number-one product in terms of sales.”

Also made entirely within Bvlgari Group’s ateliers, the Assioma Heures
Retrogrades (pink-gold version pictured, £10,200) offered a more accessible
alternative to the Multi-Complication last year. 
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But in Italy, however vital the question, eating is paramount. 

It is time to concentrate on the pasta, so a pause to digest what

Bvlgari actually is.

La dolce vita
Son of a family of silversmiths, the enterprising and skilled

craftsman Sotirio Boulgaris (1858–1932) emigrated from his

native Greece, following the outbreak of war in the Balkans

between the Russians and the Turks. Sotirio Bulgari, as he later

became known, eventually found his way to Rome. At one point,

following a robbery at his fledgling Naples store, he found himself

with 80 cents in his pocket selling silver objects from a stall by

the French Academy in Rome. His lack of license soon stopped

him from trading but in three days he had made enough to move

on and secure a corner in the window of Greek sponge merchant. 

By 1900, Bulgari had set up his first shop at 28 via dei Condotti,

selling silver, antiques, jewels, bric-a-brac and ‘curiosities’. 

From there, he prospered and expanded, with his two sons

eventually taking over and concentrating on the antique 

silver and jewellery-making side of the business. Their move into

10 via dei Condotti in 1905 and the store’s subsequent

expansion and remodelling was indicative of the Bulgari clan’s

growing success as purveyor of fine jewellery, against a

backdrop of antique silver. Sotirio’s grandsons Gianni, Paolo 

and Nicola nurtured the fame and strong style of the house,

delighting the dolce vita crowd and all subsequent incarnations

of the beautiful people. 

Over recent years, Bvlgari has become a legend wreathed in

glamorous tales, with an air of seductive and infectious

indulgence that only the Italians can carry off with any style.

Richard Burton remarked of his 1963 visit to the Condotti shop

to buy Elizabeth Taylor a ring: “I introduced her to beer, and she

introduced me to Bvlgari.” Andy Warhol would stop by the shop

when he visited Rome “because it is the best exhibition of

contemporary art”, and queen of Italian style, Sophia Loren was

often snapped darting through the elaborately faceted glass

door of the Condotti boutique. 

The same boutique today still embraces the glory and opulence

of ancient Rome: the main hall is presided over by a snarling 

bust of the Roman Emperor Caracalla with resplendent curly hair

and fully accessorised toga; marble columns crowned with gold

leaves flank the walls; two huge porphyry urns stand guard in

the main gallery. A haunt of movie stars and the unthinkably

wealthy, the house had a mere five boutiques in 1984, the year

that Trapani became CEO. 

Bvlgari Bvlgari
Which brings us back to Piazza Nicosia, where Trapani finally

explains his morph from a Roman to Helvetian attitude towards

Just one year after introducing the Assioma case shape, Bvlgari equipped it with the first of the brand’s ‘in-house’ movements, courtesy of Daniel Roth and
Gérald Genta, which the group bought from the Hour Glass in 2000. This, the Multi-Complication (£78,000) is a platinum perpetual-calendar tourbillon with 
GMT function, limited to 25 pieces. Its calibre, BVL 416, takes its name from the number of components within.
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and diamonds lend a classical air to Bvlgari’s modernity. Of course,

the Bvlgari Bvlgari continues to be the best-selling model, but 

its reputation for Latin playboy panache is slowly being

overshadowed by the Diagono range, whose bold combinations

of rubber and gold exude an irresistible bravado. 

Last year, Bvlgari presented its first two in-house calibres, in the

Assioma Multi-Complication (perpetual calendar and tourbillon)

and in the Assioma Heures Retrogrades, followed this year by

the Assioma Multi-Complication Skelette. Created in conjunction

with Roth and Genta, this synergy is a sign of things to come

from Bvlgari, as it inches up the ladder of haute horlogerie and

upgrades its offering. Currently, the basic line uses movements

bought from third parties, but this lower end of the market is not

where Trapani has his sights set. 

“We are aiming to be strong in the high end of the market

(€10,000 to €30,000) and it is here that we are concentrating

our efforts,” he clarifies. “At this price, people deserve an

internally manufactured movement, so we are developing our

own, which is a long process. The world is a big place so we have

to have entry-price products. And I know that affordable luxury

is a big opportunity but Bvlgari is an ‘elitarian’ company, so we

are going back to our original idea of opulence and elitism.”

Judging by the healthy reaction greeting last year’s

Assiomas and – like them or not – the indisputable

integrity of Bvlgari’s two high-end sub-brands, the

Roman marque deserves to succeed with its own

manufacture line. Wisely, Trapani aims to grow the

Gérald Genta brand this year, opening a mono-

brand boutique in Paris this spring, followed by

Geneva, to concentrate on the over-€20,000

segment of the watch market. Daniel Roth,

based in Le Sentier, will retain its

classical style and, crucial to Trapani’s

strategy, serve the other two brands

as a superior horological resource.

Trapani himself is wearing the

latest Bvlgari Bvlgari today, 

an elegant design with a striped

guilloché dial and power reserve 

set in rhodium côtes de Genève.

Brandishing his wrist proudly, Trapani

succinctly summarises where Bvlgari is

headed: “In order to succeed we have to be

bold and elegant. Elegance alone is not

enough. It needs a bit of spice.” �

(Left) Signor Trapani’s
choice: The Bvlgari Bvlgari
collection was ‘consolidated’
and revitalised last year,
and given a new ‘male size’
41 mm case. A manually
wound Frédéric Piguet
calibre powers the 
72-hour power-reserve
model (£9,000).

(Right) Only in Italy could 
a men’s sports watch be
conceived with diamond-
encrusted case! The new
Ergon (€25,000) is an
automatic chronograph,
whose streamlined, white-
gold lugs are highlighted
subtly in pavé. Note how
the ‘Bvlgari Bvlgari’ motif
has been adapted for the
Ergon’s case. 

(Below) Exhibiting 
Bvlgari’s uncanny knack 
for combining novel
materials with elan is 
this Diagono Titanium,
launched last year (from
£1,420). A carbon-fibre 
dial, a 44 mm case in
titanium and aluminium,
and bracelet links made
from rubber and titanium
all dress-up an automatic 
ETA movement with
unexpected elegance.
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The design team of 25 is still supervised on a day-to-day basis

by septuagenarian Paolo Bulgari, Trapani’s uncle. Signor Paolo’s

office has a smoked glass door straight into the studio, showing

how active he still is with both the jewellery and watch design.

No doubt it is his unerring focus that has kept the unique house

style intact. The watch and jewellery designers sit side-by-side

so the opulent and voluminous use of jewels Bvlgari is so famous

for impregnates the design of the watches.

Playboy panache
Currently, there are six main collections, excluding the Be.Zero.1,

Parentesi and Lucea jewellery-line extensions. Rettangolo and

Solotempo both enjoy that pared-down, noble aesthetic Bvlgari

does so well, in two simple shapes. The chunky Ergon – whose

auto-chrono’ gets a glitzy makeover this year – is the sportiest of

all, with a streamlined ergonomic case flowing into the band as

one. The Assioma, introduced in 2005, has an even bolder shape

than the Ergon, with parallel lugs truncating the sides of an oval.

Assioma showed a new way with automatic movements recently,

replacing quartz in all the larger sizes. The new model for Basel

this year however is unashamedly girly; a mother-of-pearl dial

From 1972, the outrageous ‘Tubogas’ serpent watch. An immediate icon for
Bvlgari, its handmade, elasticated gold bracelet snakes around the lower arm.

(Below) Established in the early Eighties, the Bvlgari Time’s atelier can be
found nestled on the banks of Lac de Neuchâtel, Switzerland. Both production
and assembly take place here. 


